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A DEVICE FO1 FOCUSING ELECTRONS 
IN AN ELECTROSTATIC FIELD 

INTB ODUCT ION 

In view of the growing importance of e1etron oDties, 

especially electron foeusing in such apparatus as cathode 

ray tubes, television tubes, and electron microscopes, it 
bas become desirable to have an aoparatus that will demon- 

strate electron focetng in the laboratory. The following 

is a description of an apparatus that will demonstrate a 

number of principles of electron focusing. 

T?lectron optics deals with the trajectories of else- 

trons in electric and magnetic fields considered from the 

ooint of view of geometric optics. 
The index of refraction of light, which is the ratio 

of the velocity of light in a vacuum to the velocity of 

light of a particular wave length in any substance, is 

analogous to electron velocity in electron optics. An 

electron moving at an angle other than zero to the lines 

of force in an electrostatic field follows a curved path. 

According to electron optics the path is curved because 

the electron passes through a medium in which the index 

of refraction is a function of position. 

The system to be discussed illustrates a case of an 

electrostatic field having axial symmetry. Such a system 

will be found to be similar to a glass lens for light. 
Electrostatic lenses having axial symmetry are formed 



by applying various potentials to electrodes, such as co- 

axial cylinders having axial symnetry. The focusing 

action of such an electron lens is uniquely and readily 

determined for paraxial electrons. Hence, given a source 

el' electrons and an electron lens, the position and size 

of the electron image of the source nay be easily deter- 

mined (as with light) from a knowledge of the size of 

the source and the distance between the lens and the 

source. 

The two principal problems at' electron ootics are 

(1) lens analysis and (2) lens synthesis. Lens analysIs 

includes the determination of the focal and principal 

points, and the determination or lene aberrations. Lens 

constants and aberrations may be determined from electron 

trajectories through the electrostatic field; therefore, 

the major factor of lens analysis is electron-trajectory 

determination. Lens synthesis involves the determination 

of electric fields or te electrode arrangei .. ent necessary 

to produce a lens of given constants and aberration. Lens 

synthesis is by far the more difficult. The aberrations 

il1 not be considered. 

It was known to the earliest thvestigators that an 

object in the path of' a cathode-ray beam would cast a 

sharp shadow on a fluorescent screen. In this respect 

cathode rays resembled light rays. 
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Over one-hundred years ago, $ir t11iam tarni1ton 

(2, p.1 and 87) showed that there is an analogy betveen 

the path of a r.y of light through rofrctcting media and 

the path of a particle through conservative fields of 

force. 

The laws formulated by Hamilton were verified soon 

after the discovery of the electron. 3hortly after the 

diecovery of the electron such vorcers as Classent &isch 

and later noll and Ruska (3, p.1388) began the calcula- 

tion of electron paths and thus laid the groundwork for 

the science of electron ptics. 



FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS 

In the resent discussion the electrons may be 

thought of as small electrically charged spheres with a 

diameter in the order or charge of 1.6 x 1O 

coulomb, and a mass of x io28 gram. ccordng to tue 

Bobr theory, every nucleus is thought of as being sur- 

rounded by an atmosphere of these minute charged oarticles 

coursing about it in planetary orbits, the individual 

electrons being prevented from escaping by the strong at- 

tracting electric field of the oositively charged part- 

ides. Tnis attractive force is least for the electrons 

traveling in the outer fringe; where, in a large part, 

tciey are balanced by the repellent forces exerted by the 

remaining electrons. The outer electrrns, or valence 

electrons, are more readily detached from the atoms than 

the rest. 

Jnder normal conditions free electrons 2re not free 

to leave the metal since the attractive forces exerted by 

the positively charged atom cores and Ions near the sur- 

face prevents their escape. One way to get the electrons 

out of the metal into free space is by heating the metal 

to a high temperature. The ions are set into strong vi- 

brations causth col1isiris between free electrons and 

ions, and even between free electrons, giving some of 

the electrons sufficient energy to escaoe. tf the 
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potenti1 energy of an electron inside a metal is less 

than outside, tie differerce miy be considered as the 

vork (or inet1c energy converted into potential ) tìit 

an electron has to do against the electrical surface 

forces in ordsr to escape. This tdea is coimiionly ex- 

cressed by saying tì'xat the rìeta1 te surrounded by a. 

otentia1 barrier.' For example, 1f nickel has a o- 

tentiul barrier of 1G volts, an electron at rest within 
the metal can esca3e from the surface only after obtain- 

ing in some manner velocity whose component normal to 

te surface is equal to that which might have been ob- 

tained by being subject to a. ootential difference of 16 

volts. The higher the temperature of a piece of metal 

such as a lamp filament, tae more electrons vill have 

the energy necessary to escaoe. The number of electrons 

that escape from the metal per unit time per unit area at 

any teiìpera.ture TT is 

i = AT2 exp 
(a i (i) 

A is a constant, W is the height of the potential energy 

barrIer, 1 is the maximum kinetic energy of the free el- 

ectrono inside a metal, and k is Boltzman's constant. 

The quantity e = ____________ is the worc function and is 

the additional energy which must be supplied to an electron 

1. For derivation see Zworyin Television, p. 11-22. 



Inside the metal in order to enbie it to escape from the 

metal. ( 'I) is in ergs and is inì volts. 8 is ap- 

acroxiiately 5 volts for nickcel. If an oxide coated 

cathode is used can be reduced to about i volt. The 

cathode material is nicel and is coated with a mixture 

of the carbonates of barium and strontium. 
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ANALOGY BETWEEN EECTRON ND LIGHT O?TI3 

Â Knowledge of the electron paths through fields 

with radial symmetry is necessary for an understanding 

of this problem. n electrostatic field can be shown to 

cause the electron raths to bend in a manner similar to 

the '-,ar n which light is bent vv;ien going through a lens. 

It is therefore possible to replace a radially symmetric 

electronic system with an analogous optical system. 

lectron optics have nothing to do, except by anal- 

oy, with ootics in the ordinary sense of the word, but 

is the sublect dealing with the 2aths of electrons in an 

electrostatic or magnetic feld. The analogy is between 

the behavior of an electron in an electrostatic field arid 

the behavior of a light ray in a medium of variable index 

of refraction. FJlectrons can be reflected., refracted and 

focused as in the case of light rays. (9, o.4-13). Corres- 

ponding to Fermat's principle of least tiîie rar 7hysical 

optics, there is the amiltonian principle of least action 

that applies to electron optics. (See Appendix 1) 

In light optics a ray is refracted upon )assing a 

boundary between a medium of one index of refraction and 

a medium of another. A ray passing from a region of re- 
fraction n, (Figure 1) to .a region of higher index n2 is 

bent toward the normal. <milariy in the corresponding 

lectronoptic case, an electron passing from a region in 
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hich it has a ve1octy vi, to a region in :iich it has 

a velocity V2, greater than V1, is bent tovard tue line 

normal to trie boundary betieen the tvo regions. The o- 

tential changes gradually rather than abrurtly, and any 

changing potential field is caoable of causing an electron 

to follow a path characterized by a curve. 

To illustrate the focusin, action of the electro- 
StbtlC field corsider the artificial case of a sherical 
surface seoarating two media of different indices of re- 
fraction. Let S of Figure 4 be such a surface, and let 

be its radius; further let the electrostatic ootential 

to the left of be V1 and to the right V2. consider 

ar electron moving in the direction PC) v:ith the velocity 

y1. As it arrives at the 2urface a force normal to the 

surface in the direction of will act on it, and when it 
has passed through the surface its veloctty will have 

changed to, say, V2. The force being normai to the sur- 

face, only the component of initial velocity Vr normal 

to the surface will change; the tangential component of 

velocity Vr will be the same on both sides of the surface. 
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lectron refraction and reflection at soherical surface 
Figure 3a. 

It is noted that 

Vt = V2 sin r = 

where i. and r are the angles of Incidence and refraction, 

respectively. rherefore, 

th 
u (a constant) (3) 

sin r 

The work done by tas field ori tie electron when i t 

goes from the first to the second medium is e(V2 - V1). 

From the law of conservation 

rnv22 

and so by dividing 4 by 

u = 

of 

+ 

it 

(V 

energy it follows that 

e(V2 
- 

V1) (4) 

b e o o me s 

- V1)e () 

Tiie electron velocity V1 corresponds to the voltage 
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r i- i ç, en - ev1, aflu )eJ.LJJ /Çv1) 
=/___ 

If V2 V1 20 that V2 - V is negative, and if in abo- 

lute rnagnitud2 it is larger than rn(v1 
)2 - the )art 

of the kinetic energy of the electron corres7ondirlg to the 

normal component of its velocity - then the electron will 

be reflected back from the surface with its normai veloc- 

ity component reversed. 

ny electrostatic field that has a rotational sym- 

r'etry about some straight-line axis haz the pro7erties of 

a lens. The s:mmetrical e1cctrosttic field is produced 

by any set of electrodes that have rotat3nal symmetry 

about the axis. The srnplest type electron IOnS is a hole 

in a circular plate. It consists of a circular aperture 

placed between planes where there Is a difference in the 

potential gradient on the two sides. There e a ?efletra- 

tien of the field and the lens action s divergent. 

system equivalent to that used in this artcuiar 
case is aporoximated by a lens consisting of the field 

between two coaxial cylinders placed end to end and main- 

tamed at different potentials. 

The equivalent physical lens consists of a combina- 

tlori of convex and concave surfaces betveen regions of 

successIvely higher indices of refraction. In the equal- 
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diameter cylinder lens, as th1 is 1ied, t.e equipoteri- 

tials in t:,e first cylinder are conc.tve in direction of 

increasin ootenti..al, vviiie those in tie second cylinder 

are convex. n electron entering from the low potential 

side ìt a small anile with the axis will experience a 

force toward tne axis and tien ex?erierìce a force away 

from the axis. The first art of the lens has a converg- 

ent action while the second oart of the lens has a di- 

ver7ent action. The convergent action is stronger be- 

cause t:e electron velocIty is lower in the convergent 

1ortion of the lens and hence the electron rIere is de- 

flected more for the same force. 

It is noted in ?igure (2) that the front surface of 

the physical lens components are curved in the same way 

as are trie equipotentials in tIe electron lenses. This 

gtves an indication of how an electron lens will behave 

merely by inenection. There is a correlation between the 

nature of the equlootential surfaces and te curvature of 

the curve of ?otential along the axis agarìst distance in 

the axial direction. It is noted that when trie curvature 

of the potential distribution along tue axis is upward, 

then the equipotentials are concave in the direction of 

increasing potential and the lens has a convergent action. 

The potential distribution for a configuration can 

be obtained by solving the reduced Laplace equation. (See 
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\3pendix 5) 

2v 
+ + h 

1 

(7) r r 

subject to the boundary condition that V assume the given 

values of otentia1 on the electrodes. In fields of ro- 

tati nal symmetry, the potential at any point in the 

field can he determined if the variation of potential 

with distance along the axis is non. For most boundary 

conditions the solution of the differential equation is 

difficult and no analytic solution is possible. 

The potential distribution in space is 'niquely de- 

termined if the distribution of potential along t e axis 

together vjith its even derivatives are cnown. This is 

shown as follows: V(r,z) clue to the axial symmetry, cari 

be exoanded in an infinite series containing oniy even 

powers of r 

V(r,z) V0(z) + r2V2(z) + r4V4(z) 

+ s.. + r2V2(z) + (8) 

where V(r,z) potential at a radial distance r from the 

axle and at an axial distane z from some 

reference point on the axis. 

V0(z) = ootential on the axis at the point (O,z) 

The equation is similar to the equation of' continuity in 
that the same number of electrostatic lines must leave as 
enter. 
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3ubstitutin (3) in (7) and equating the coefticLents 

of equal povers of r to zero, there results: 

r2 r4 V(r,z) V0(z) - V(z) + 2242 V3"'(z) 

+ + 
(-1)fl r2n 2n 

242...(2n)2 
V0 (z) + ... (9) 

where V0(z) second derivative of axial potential with 

respect to axial distance z, and 

2 nth derivative of axial potential with 

res2ect to axial distance z. 

y setting r O it Is noted tiat V(O,z) V0(z). 

V0(z) reoresents ti'e distribution of ootential along the 

axis. Hence, if the function V0(z) together with its 

even derivatives are known, then the rotential distribu- 

tion along the axis can be found. There are graphic 

methods for plotting electron paths on an equipotentïal 

map which are fairly easy, rapid, and sufficiently accur- 

ate for most practical problems. (8, p.79) 

The differential equation of an electron path through 

a field of rotational symmetry is (ee poendix 3) 

-2 ir P(.,. ,,, ur ," - +V - 
dz 2V0() dz ° 

This equation is valid only for "paraxial' electrons, 

i.e., those electrons that are within a few percent of the 

electrode radius from the axis, and that make an angle of 

a few degrees or less with the axis. The above equation 
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i.s incaoable of extct solution, but good numerical aporox- 

imatlons can be rade by various methods. 

Certain deductions can be made from te differential 
equation (10), regarding the nature of the electron paths. 

<ince it is of the second order, its complete solution may 

be expressed as the sum of two linear independent solutions, 

which means that any electron path through the lens may be 

described as the sum of two different and distinct paths. 

(3ee ppendix 4). The pair of independent paths used rep- 

resents (1) an electron entering the lens parallel to the 

axis arid (1) an electron leaving the lens oar.dlel to the 

axis. These paths are the prthcioal rays of the lens and 

are indicated in Figure (4). The ray that leaves the lens 

parallel to the axis is the first principal ray. The ray 

that enters the lens parallel to the axle (froni the left) 
is known as the second orincipal ray. The focal points 

of the lens are those points at which the principal rays 

cross the axis. 
The intersection of t.e initial and final straight- 

line portions of a principal ray lies in a principal 

plane. ach lens will in general nave two principal 

r)lanos. The distance from a focal point to its corres- 

ponding principal plane is the focal distance or focal 

length of the lens. ?rom Figure (4) it is noted that the 

electrons are affected by the field only through a limited 
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distance. Then this distance is length comparable to the 

focal length, the lens is known as a thick lens. For any 

lens there exiets the relation: (, p.325) 

I' + -i p+P q+' 
where f = first focal length 

f' second focal length 

p = distance between object and lens center 

q distance between image and lens center 

P = distance between first principal plane and 

lens center 

(ii) 

= distance between second principal plane and 

lens center 

quation (11) indicotes the position of the image 

for any position of the ob'ject in terms of four funda- 

mental quantities of lens, f, f', F and . The object 

and image distances as measured from their corresponding 

principal planes are related by Newton's for,ïula. (See 

Appendix 5) 

pq = (12) 

The ratio of tile two focal distances is related to 

the ratio of tIie electrode potentials by (See AppendIx 5) 

f-={-f 
(13) 

where V1 initial potential, that of first electrode 

V2 final potential, that of second electrode 
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The relationship, cnown as Lagrange's law (See p- 
pendix 5), between the lateral magnification, the angu- 

lar magnification, and the electrode voltage ratio) is 

= 1 (9, p.91) (14) 

where m1 y'/y in Figure (4), lateral magnification 

ma = O'/ in Figure (4), angular magnification 

V2 = second electrode potential 

V1 = first electrode potential 

It is noted that (1) the principal olanes are 

crossed, i.e., the object and image spaces overlap; (2) 

the focal length of the image space f' is greater than 

the focal length of the object space f; (3) the principal 

planes are located inside the first ano3e for (V1<V2). 

Cardinal points (f', F', f, and F) shown in Figure 

(4) may be determined by calculating the fundamental 

trajectories. (6, p.325) (3, p.1398) 



F)CUSING CiIARACTERISTICS OF LES 

As already shown, the lenses of electron optIcs are 

completely described by four quantities, the two focal 

lengths arid the two çrincioal planes. UI four of these 

quantities deçend upon the voltage ratio, so tuat it be- 

came necessary to draw curves showing the dependence of 

the four quantities as functions of the voltage ratio. 
('ee Figure 5) 

Figure (5) enables one to determine the location and 

size of the image for any voltage ratio and location of 

object. It Is desirable to present the relationship be- 

tween obect distance, image distance, and magnIfication 

in a form that does not involve the focal lengths. Fig- 
ure ('i) gives such curves, the "oh.ect-image-distance 

curves.'1 These curves show that the magnification of all 

1.seful lenses will be approximately 0.8 (5, p.332) of the 

ratio of te Image to the ob)ect distance. They also 

show t:at there is always some particular electrode con- 

figuration that maos lt possible to achieve any magni- 

fication, provided that tiie proper voltage ratio is 

chosen. 

From the data of Figures (5) and (6) it is noted that 

the following focal length properties are common to all 
lenses. "(1) Focal lengths are always uniformly decreas- 

ing functions of voltage ratio. (2) Principal planes lie 
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on tue low voltage side of tue lens center. (3) principal 

planes are crossed, with the exception of large-diameter 

apertre lenses, i.e., the first principal plane lies be- 

tween the second principal plane and the lens center on 

the low-voltage sido of the lens. (4) Focal length in 

the direction of increasing potential is always greater 

than the focal length in the other direction. (5) Iosi- 
tion of Drincipal planes does not change much with volt- 

age ratio." 
Properties of the focal lengths for the ?articular 

cases indicate "(1) The focal length of two-diameter cyl- 

inder lenses increases (the lens grows weaker) for all 

but the highest voltage ratios, as tte ratio of second to 

first cylinder diameter increases. (2) The focal length 

3f equal-diameter cylinder lenses increases, tb-at is, the 

lens grows weaKer, as the axial spacing of the cylinders 

increases. The change is small for small spacings but 

increases rapidly as the spacing is increased. (3) The 

focal length of aperture lenses (a single short ring or 

a hole in a plate) increases (tiìe lens grows weaker) as 

the aperture diameter increases. The change is small for 

small diameters but increases raoidly as the diameter 

increases. (4) Âerture lenses, have for the most part 

shorter focal lengths than cylinder lenses (wnen the unit 

of length is the diameter of the first cylinder) if the 
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aperture sìacing be taken eoual to first cylinder diameter. 

(5) ylinder-aïerture lenses with axial spacing of one 

diameter have the longest focal length of all the lenses." 

The nagnificat1on of the lenses may be summarized 

as follows: (l) ontours of constant magnification in 

the object-image distance curves are aoproximately 

straight lines with a slope of one. (2) n approximate 

universal magnification formula that fits all lenses 

tested is: 

o (15) 

where p and q are object and image distances, respective- 

ly. The value of the constant k is usually within i per 

cent of 0.8. (3) Magnification in two diameter lenses 

decreases as the diameter ratio increases. The change is 

apprecIable except between spacings of 3.5 and 1.3. (4) 

Magnification of aperture lenses with small apertures 

decreases as aperture diameter increases." 

ronsiderations important in design that are common 

to all lenses are: "(1) s object distance is increased 

at a given voltage ratio the correspondin image distance 

decreases, as does also the inagnification. (2) For a 

given object distance the image distance and magnifica- 

tion decrease as the voltage ratio is increased. (3) In 

any lens there is a minimum object distance that can be 

used at any given voltage ratio. The iinimum object 
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distance is determined by the vertical asymotote to the 

contour of constant voltage ratio." 

9The effect of object distance and voltage ratio on 

the relative strength of the lenses can he summarized as 

follows: (i) Two-diameter cylinder lenses become stronger 

as diameter ratio decreases for voltage ratios between one 

and four. This holds for all object and image distances. 

(2) For larger voltage ratios the lens strength is nearly 

independent of diameter ratio. (3) Equal diameter lenses 

become stronger as the actual seLaration of the cylinders 

increases for all voltage ratios and normal values of ob- 

ject and irnge distance. (4) Aperture lenses become 

slightly stronger as the aperture diameter is enlarged 

from a very small size to a practical value, and then 

become greatly weaker " 
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DESIGN PR0CEJRE 

Guided by the above summary arid the foregoing Fig- 

ures (5) and (6), otica1 systems lave been designed for 

four different electron uns. From the focal ciaracter- 

istic curves, Figure (5), tie values for f', F', f, and 

F were determined. From the image-object distance curves 

(Figure 6) and were found. ith these six character- 

istics determined, diagrams were constructed similar to 

"Image Formation in Thick Lens," Figure (4). 

Figure (7) is a schematic drawing of tie four de- 

signs worked out from Figures (5) and (6). Cases I, II, 

III and IV are indtcated on the drawing, Figure (7). 

Values were chosen for j and that would be convenient 

to construct. The last three cises were chosen so that 

their and values would be the same as Case I. The 

lens center was assumed different for Cases I and II, 

while for III and IV it was .ssumed constant. Diagrams 

for the above determinations are convenient when drawing 

fixed object and image positions. In all cases plus 

was maintained at approximately .37 inches. 
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Case I 5.2; f' 2.6" 
D1 

3.2; F' 1.6 
D1 

p4; f 1.2 

= 3.6; F = 1.8 

* 5. Dl - 

12 

D1= 0.5e 

D2 = 

p = 2.5v 

q = 6.0" 

Spacing 0.5 of D1 = 0.25" 

45; i 

Case II = 6.0; f' 3.0 
D1 

i 

= 4.5; F' = 2.25 

L = 2.3; f = 1.15 
D1 

3.4; F 1.7 
D1 



Case II 2_ = 5.3"; p 2.65" 
(Cent.) D1 

= 1P" q = 6.0" 
Dl 

Spacing 1.0 D1 = 1.0 x 0.5 0.5" 

6.5; 
D2 

V1 

Case III L. 5.0; f' = 2.5 
D1 

3.0; F' 1.5 
1 

Case IV 

= 2.4; f = 1.2 
1 

F=1.7 
D1 

= 4.74; p = 2.37" 

-=12; q=6 
V 

Spacing .01 4.75; -= 1.5 
Vi D1 

= 4 4' f' = 2.2" 
D1 

1 

= 2.7; F' 1.35w 

2.0; f = 1.0" 
1 

32 
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Case IV 
(Cont.) 3.5; F 1.7e 

D1 

= 4.75; p = 
i 

-=12; q=6' 
D1 

3pacthg .01 D: 4.5; 2 0.67 
vi D1 
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I 
I I 
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Case II 
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II 
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I 
I I 

I il 
I 

k '- 
'1 Case ç11 

I 

I 

I II I 

I 

I 
I .1 

I 
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Case IV ________ ____ _______ 

I 

II 
I I 

I I' 
I 

I 

_________________ 

h '1F F' 

Figure 7. DesIgn Diagrams, 
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T111 ELCThON GUN 

Trie electron gun is a device for concentrating, con- 

trolling and focu9ing the electron beam. It has an axial- 
137 symmetric structure and comprises a cathode, grid, a 

first anode and second anode. (4, p.371; 7, p.182). À 

tubular cathode of sieet nice1 with a flat oxide coated 

emitting surface at one end is indirectly heated (Figure 

8). control grid of sìeet nicie1 in the form of an 

envelooing cylinder with an aperture surrounds the cath- 

odo. The electrostatic field created by the potential 

difference between the cathode arid tue first anode pene- 

trates the grid and causes the emitted electroristo move 

nearly parallel to the axis of its cylinôer, forming the 

beam. Apertures ithin the cylinder serve to remove from 

the beam strongly divergent electrons that would produce 

a fuzzy s:ot on the fluorescent screen. The first anode 

is freouently referred to is the accelerating anode. The 

second anode is the focusing electrode. The principal 

focusing action occurs in the electrostatic field between 

the first anode and the second anode. In the second anode 

the electron is given a radial 

towards the axis of' symmetry. 

changing the second anode ote 

city is controlled by changing 

two control-actions are almost 

velocity component directed 

The bea' is focused by 

tial, while the beam inten- 

the control grid. These 

inde oendent. 
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In the design of an electron gun, the following 

components, together with the value used in the present 

design, are considered as independent variables, (9ee 

Figure ). These values were taken from experimental 

curves by pstein and Maloff. 

Cathode-grid spacing O.Ol2' 

Diameter of grid aoerture 0.035" 

d Diameter of grid skirt 0.5" 

Length of grid skirt 2.0mm 

'' Grid-first anode soacing 0.l53" 

First-anode length 2.125" 

a5 Diameter of first anode 

stooping zoerture 0.052* 

Distance between stopthg 
aperture and cathode 1.406" 

Diameter of first anode 0.5" 

Eg Voltage on Grid 

Voltage on first anode Variable 
within 
power sup- 

ply limits 
I Voltage on second anode 

The following components are plotted as a function 

of the cutoff voltage: Grid aperture, cathode arid spac- 

ing, grid skirt length; backing aperture voltage on flrst 
anode. 

The following components are plotted as a function 
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of the total current: Grid sdrt length, voltage on first 

anode. All other components entioned above are given for 

each curve. From tiese curves it was poesible to arrive 

at suitable values for each component. 

The useful current is that portion of the total cur- 

rent which constitutes the beam that strikes the screen 

to form tne luminescent spot. Only that portion of the 

total current which :asses through the stopoing aperture 

is the useful current or beam current. If it is assumed 

that the current density along any cross section of the 

total current is constant; then to a good aoproximation 

the beam current L s given by the relation (Figure 3) 
p2 

IP2 = It ' o (2, p.77) (16) 

where is the solid angle subtended at the point of in- 

tersection between the cathode and axis by the stoing 

aperture, and is the solid angle subtended at the same 

point hy the total current I For the small solid ng1e 

in radians2 is given by 

0 = -11 (as/la)2 (17) 

where a5 is the diameter of first-anode stooping aperture 

and 1a distance between stopoing aperture and cathode. 

prom the experimental curves (2, p.172-175) tiie 

largest valid (the solid angle subtended at the cathode 

by tne stopping aperture) is 1O radians2. Substituting 



anac/e 

-1 k- ->1 

uIiIiIIIu!iF--4111111F -lII 

>1 

The electron gun. 

Figure 8. 
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= 1O ra1ans2 in equation (ii) a11ow one to choose 

a9 and 1a' 

The screen is coated with a fluorescent material 

which emits 1iht upon bombardment by electrons in a 

vacuum. Common fluorescent materials are phosphors of 

zinc, cadmium, and calcium whose characteristics are 

given by Terman. (6, p.343 Coatings are made by set- 

tling out the material from a water suspension. Screens 

can also be made by spraying, using a volatile organic 

liquid such as acetone with a small amount of binder. 

The anode lengths and also the grid length were 

chosen so as to fit conveniently between tiìe cardinal 

ooints. (see Ficure 7). 

These dimensions are as follows: 

t, 

length O.75 

diameter 0.5" I.D. 

aoerture 0.035 

skirt length 2.0 mm 

First Aïiode 

length 2.l25 

diameter 0.5" I.D. 

a?erture 0.053' 

aoerture distance from cathode l.406' 
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$econd Anode 

No. i 

length 2.25" 

diameter 0.5v' I.D. 

dist.nce from first anode 0.25" 

No. 2 

length 2.25" 

diameter 0.5" I s s 

distance from first anode 0.5" 

No. 3 

length 2.0" 

diameter 0.75e' I.D. 

distance from first anode 0.01" 

No. 4 

length 2.00" 

diameter 0.375" I.D. 

distance from first anode 0.01" 

'ther details of design are indicated in Figure (9).. 



loi 

Li 

Iron 

'r aa 

ìure 9. Full Sizeross Section of Aoparatus. 

J 
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ACTU?L CONSTRUCTION PROCEDURE 

1. 'lectrodes Telescoing brass tubing of aproxi- 

mately 1/2 inch diameter was cut into lengths indicated 

on pago 40 to serve respectively for grid, first anodes 

and second anode. heet nice1 was fitted tightly around 
the outside of the largest pieces of tubing with sufficient 

overla to allow for srjot welding. The spot welder was 

preoared by making a lower electrode of' c000er that ex- 

tends along the brass tubing when set on end. The uooer 

electrode was rounded to a rather blunt point. 

2. class Tube. 1 3-inch flanged ?yrex tube 10 

inches long served as the main envelore. It was orovided 

with O-ring grooves at tue ends to facilitate sealing. 

n :oing is a Neoprene washer. 

Four Tyrex side arms of 1-inch I.D. were sealed to 

the main tube. (Figure 3, A) 

3. Fnd 
'lates loctrode. (Figure 9) . 1/4-inch 

brass plate was turned to a diameter of 6 inches. To fas- 

ten the end plate to the tube , the glass was made el ightly 

conical (f3, Figure 9), a cast iron flanged ring (C, Figure 

9) was packed with asbestos and fitted as shown, so that 

tlO end plate could be bolted to it. The cathode-heater 
assembly was inserted through a 9/16 inch hole at the 

center of the end plate. (See Section J, Cathode :eater 

ssembly). This tnakes it possible to replace the cathode 
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or the heater. It will be n3ted tiiat this cDnstruction 

simplifies the alignment of te coaxial cylinders. The 

cathode-filament assembly .vas fastened to the end plate 

by a l/8-incii brass plate as shown in D, Figure 9. The 

end plate also carried a connection for exhausting, made 

of 3/8-.inch brass tubing (not shown in diagram). 

The anodes (i and F, Figure 9) were supported by 

two brass rods (G and H, Figure 9) protected by glass 

sheaths. ?lectrical connectins were made through two 

Yovar seals (not shown), in the end plate. 

4. lectrode Supports. (Figure 12) The supports 

( and G Figure 9) were made of 1/2-inch brass rod pro- 

vided with a silver-soldered flane and threads as 

shown in I, Figure . .\s the electrodes had to be in- 

eulated for 6000 volts, this mounting will be described 

in detail. 3lass insulators (G and H, Figure 9) were 

placed over each brass rod and held in .lace by corn- 

pressing the softened glass into a nicc filed into each 

brass support near its distant end. 

5. End 'late1 

tcreen Thd. (Figure ii) À 1/4-inch 

brass plate 6 inches in diameter was used and fastened 

as already described for the electrode end. The plate 

was really a ring with a central hole ? 1/4 Inches in 

diameter. groove 2 3/4 inches I.D. 1/2 inch wide 'as 

turned as shown at J, figure 9. A 'yrex Jas cap (", 
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Figure 9) 3 inches in diameter ns coritruoted on the 

glass lathe. Its pDearance resembles the screen end 

of a 3-Inch oscilloscope tube. eryilium phosphor was 

scra)ed from a broken fluorescent lamp, the powder sus- 

pended in water and painted on the inside of the cap with 

a small camel1s hair brush. Uniform distribution was aid- 

ed by a jarring motion. After the cap was thoroughly dry 

the brass plate as placed on a ring stand and heated by 

a Bunsen burner until Cenco-seal sticc was melted in the 

groove. The ca was carefully placed In the wax and 

cooled slovly. Care :as tacen not to averne at the wax and 

destroy its sealing properties. Experience shovLs that it 
is well, while tightening the blts that clamp the end 

plato, to have the wax soft so as t orevent breaking the 

glas cao by strain due to slight bending of the brass 

parts. 
6. ,ide Arm Assembly (3poort and Ad,lustment of 

$econd Anode). (Figure 9) The side arm assembly consIsts 

of a 1/2-Inch rod (L, Figure 9) silver soldered to a 

1/4_inch brass plate of 2 1/8 inches in diameter. (, 
Figure 9). The end of the 1/2-inch brass rod was hollowed 

out, makIng it concave inward. (N, Figure 9). A 1-inch 

brass rod was turned to 1/2-inch in diameter except for 

a i-inch sleeve 1/4-inch from the top end. (O, Figure 9). 

The too end (O, Figure 9) as made convex of the prooer 
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contour to fit the concave section (L, Figure ). This 

formed an adlustable ball and socKet joint between the 

two ieces, , 3/8 inch brass rod ws inserted through 

t:e entire assembly to support the second anode (Q, 'ig- 

ure 9). Three machine screws through the sleeve held 

the assembly together (R, Figure 9). Grooves were turned 

on the curved portions to fit a 1/4 inch I.D. O-ring (S, 

Figure 9). Another groove was placed as indicated (T, 

Figure 9). An O-ring between tie brass plates and the 

flanged side arms forms the seal between tlern (u, 'iure 

). The entire assembly was held in place by machine 

screws threaded into a brasc ring which was constructed 

by silver soldering three sizes of brass tubing tele- 

scoped together (V, Figure 9). The ring was cut at the 

proper angle to coincide ith the angle of the flanged 

yrex side arm (W, Figure )). 

7. Assembling First Anode and Grid. Tw.D sheet 

nickel strips 1/4 inch wide were spot welded around the 

rid and first anode, leaving suffictent length to spot 

weld around the insulated mountings on the brass plate 

(X, 'igure 9). Care was taKen to center the electrode be- 

tween the suoorts. To assure a coaxial system a piece 

of 1/2 inch I.D. brass tubing was placed through the arid 

nct fIrst anode during alignment. 

8. Assembling econdnode. The second anode 
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(Y, Figure J) ivas f.stened to the brts rod (Q, Figure 9) 

of the side arm assembly by spot welding a strip of nicrcel 

around the second anode -and the brass rod. ) niece of 

1/2 inch I.D. brass tubing was inserted through the first 
and second anode t hold the cylinders in a coaxial pos- 

ition while adjustments were made in the side arm assem- 

bly. 

9. Thtnode_Filarnent kssembly. The fliament assern- 

bly 'as constructed of uranium glass tubing with a flanged 

end extending to a diameter of i 3/ inches. (Z, Figure ) 

The tungsten leads (a, Figure 9) were sealed into tne end 

of the uranium glass tube by heating them to a white heat, 

forming an oxide wiich is essential for a satisfactory 
seal , À short sleeve of onsx tubing (not shown) vas 

fused to the tungsten leads by intense heat. The Nonex 

was then fused into the end of the uranium glass tubing. 

In maing metal-to-glass seals, it is imoortant to cool 

the glass slowly to avoid exoe3sive strain. 3ince tung- 

sten wire is frequently fibrous, having longitudinal 

channels which may leak if it is sealed into a vacuum ap- 

paratus, the tip of the tungsten was closed by fusing 

niccel wire over it, This nictel wire which was used to 

attach the cathode and heater also made sDot welding a 

much easier operation. 

The cathode was taken from a discarded cathode ray 



tube, while the heater was taen from a 2X2/879 recti- 
fying tube. This heater was especially suitable since 

it operates at 2.5 volts and 1.75 amperes which is a 

close ao2roximatiorl to that of an ordinary cathode ray 

tubo. Nice1 wire v:s soot welded to the cathode and to 

one of the leads described above (b, Figure 9). The 

heater was inserted into cathode and spot-welded to each 

of the leads (c, Figure 9). An fl-ring (a, Figure 9) was 

placed between the uranium glass flange and the brass 

electrode mounting plate. n asbestos washer (e, Fig- 

ure 9) was placed over the outside of the glass as indi- 
cated in Figure 9. 

10. 3onera1 Assembly. Then tightening te brass 

plates to the O-rings to seal the side aris, one sido arm 

was broceri. Cracks appeared around other side arms as 

well as in various other places on the tube. This indi- 
cated excessive strain which was a result of improper an- 

nealIng of the Fyrex. To avoid this an oven was oreoared 

that would maintain temperatures above 400°C The large 

tube was placed In the glass lathe and its temperature 

gradually Increased to a worKing temperature. Especial 

care was necessary because of the orevious .annealing pro- 

cess. The damaged side arm was removed by heating the 

glass until it was soft enough to he removed by means of 

a glass rod. new side arm was placed in position and 
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fuse3 into place. The glass was heated sufficiently to 

fise together the cracks that had appeared during the 

heating ts well as those described above. It n'as imrned- 

lately placed into the oven that had been preieated to 

Its maximum temperature of over 400°C. The tube was main- 

tained at this temperature for four hours. À variac was 

used to reduce the temperature of the oven slowly over a 

period of four more hours, after which lt remained closed 

for six hours to assure a completely uniform reduction in 

temperiture. This process was evidently successful since 

no further craccing tendency was noted. 
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"1ectrxie nd r1te 

Figure 10. 



nc ì.te (3creen). 

'tgure 11. 
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1etrode md itrode 3u:;ort3. 

12. 
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POWER SUPLY 

The power suoply must be adjustable over a rance 

from about 1000 to 6000 volts. It is necessary to secure 

two voltages from the power suply, one aoproximately 

four to six times tUe other since the voltage ratios have 

been chosen in this ratio during the design of the appar- 

atus. 
The total current (current drawn by first and second 

anodes) is the current in the beam that oasses through 

the hollow anodes which act as electrostatic lenses and 

thus control the beam. The total current increases lin- 
early with T1. In most cacee tue total current remains 

helow 1.5 milliamperes. 

A wiring diagram of the a2paratus is given in Figure 

(13) The circuit was mounted on plywood for convenience. 

The 2X2/87? tube is a rectifier tube while the 

Ttj 2q53 tube is a voltage regulator. The circuit produces 

an output voltage substantially independent of the lood 

Impedance, since any fluctuation in the output voltage 

causes a change of the proper sign in the grid ootential 

applied to the tube. The value of output voltage that 
tuLe system attempts to maintain is determined by the set- 
ting of the potentiometer conneoted to the grid of the 

tube. 

A second transformer (not indicated in Figure 13) 
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consisted of three secondary windings of 2.5 volts, by 

connecting two in series with the conter tap of the third 
it was possible to obtain 6.25 volts for the filament of 

the NU 2C53. The filament of the electron gun which op- 

erates at 2.5 volts was connected to one of the secondar- 

ies. secondary of the transformer shown in Figure () 
was used for the 2.5 volts necessary for the filament of 

the 2X2/879. 



j 

iring Diagram of Power Sup. ply. 

Figure 13, 
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OPERATING ?ROCEDURE 

1! CtiVtt1fl "rocess. A susoension of about GO 

per cent barium carbonato (1a CO3) and 40 er cent 

strontium carbonate (3r CO3) vs made in amyl acetate 
and painted on the cao of the cathode. Great care ws 
necessary to get the cathode clean before painting since 

a very small amount of an impurity such as oil will make 

the phosphor inactive. The ctthode-fi1ament assembly was 

placed in position and the tube evacuated. oressure of 

0.2 micron was achieved; however, any ressure below which 

tie discharge disaopears In tbe tube would have been sat- 
isfactory. 5ever J trials were necessary to achieve a 

sufficient vacuum. The O-rings had to be reseated several 

times since the correct sizes were not available. Three 

of the side arms had to be sealed with pieces of cover 

glass and a Cenco-seal stick. 3mall amounts of wax were 

needed around the adjustment rod and adjustment screws as 

described under ctual Construction rocedure, Section 6, 

page 44. yuch work is to be expected in a vacuum system 

witi several possibilities of leaks. )fter evacuating 

the tube it was ready for activation. power SUp71y ad- 

usted to 10 volts and an ammeter vere connected between 

tb grid and the grounded side of tìe filament, tie grid 
being made positive. The heater voltage was increased 
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slowly to about 2 volts and kept there tor a few minutes 

for outgassing. The current was increased to about 2.5 

amp. until a beam current was noted on the ammeter. It 
was necessary to reverse the leads for an instant, making 

the grid negative with res!ect to the filament, to start 
tne beam current. fter reversal to te original polar- 

ity, fifty volts positive were a pplied to both anodes, 

the current being Kept at 2.5 amperes by controlling the 

filament voltage until the beam current ceased to in- 

crease. The filament current vas then reduced to 1.75 

amperes and the voltages removed from the gun elements 

for approximìte1y one minute. To put the tube in oper- 

ation, tis procedure was necessary each time this tube 

was freshly evacuated. The emission current reached a 

:3ximum of 9 milliamperes in aDoroximately one hour. 

2. Tube Coerution. 

Trial 1. With the heater adjusted to 2.5 

volts and 1.75 amperes, the voltage on te grid, rirst 

anode and second anode was varied. The grid voltage Eg 

was cept constant at -iO volts and the first anode volt- 
age was Kept constant at 300 volts. The second anode 

was varied between limits of about 800 and 5000 volts. 

Observations were taken on the soot dimensions and focus. 

These are given under Trial I, page 58. 

b. Trial 2. Trial 2 consisted of increasing 



to -4 volt and 

e. Trial 3. 

other values roma 

range. 
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keeping E01 constant at 300 volts. 
Trial 3 changed Eg to -20 volts with 

jnjrìg as before but varying E over its 

:1, Trial 4. Trial 4 consisted of Eg 10 and 

E = 1000 volts and keot constant while E was varied. 
P2 P1 

'ertnent infornìation was taen under d9pot Size" and 

"Remarks 

e. Trial 5. Trial 5 consisted of raisiiig E01 to 

520 volts with Eg = -10 volts. E2 was varied again. 

T:is rise of voltage caused an increase in the light in-. 

tensity from the filament and thus more reflection of 

light on the screen without an increase in spot inten- 

city. Therefore, observation was more difficult. 
f. Trial 6. Trial 6 changes Eg to -15 volts with 

E = 300 volts. 
01 



E Pi "P2 

Triai 1. 

-10 300 960 

-10 300 1600 

-10 300 1550 

-10 300 4970 

Trial 2 

-1 300 200 

-1 330 350 

-1 303 1450 

-1 300 2350 

-1 300 4950 

Trial 3 

-20 300 930 

-20 300 1500 

-20 300 3360 

Trial 4 

-10 210 1000 

-10 235 1000 

-10 335 1000 

DATA 

Spot Size Remarks 

1 mm Spot appears. 

2 mm pest focus. 

4 mm Starts to a2pear 
fuzzy. 

8 mm ?Tore diffused. 

0 mm No spot. 

i mm Spot appears. 

2 mm Focused, 

5 mm Starts focising. 
8 mm tffused. 

1 mm Spot a?pe.ars. 

2 mm Focused. 

10 mm Fuzzy spot. 

Point 

1.5 mm Focused. 

1.5 mm Diffoed soot. 
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P2 

Trial 5 

-10 520 1560 

-10 520 2300 

-10 520 3)60 

Trial 6 

-15 300 500 

-15 300 1450 

-15 300 4900 
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)Ot 3ize Rernars 

Thint aopears. 

3 mm Focused. 

8 mm Very diffused 
(faint). 

1 mm Spot apears. 

2 mm Best focus. 

8 mm Large diffused 
spot. 
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CONCLUS IONS 

The data indicate that trie voltage ratio for each 

trial is as follows: 

Trial i 1600/303 5.3 

Trial 2 O2»pi = / 4.83 

Trial 3 p2/ED1 1500/300 5.00 

Trial 4 = 1000/235 = 4.25 

Trial 5 2800/520 5.38 

Trial 6 E2/F1 = 153O/30O = 4.83 

Average 4.93 

The average voltage ratio obtained from the exoeri- 

ment1 data vas 4.3 while in the design the ratio 4.5 

was used. This discrepancy may be due to trie inability 
to determine the exact focus when taking the data. The 

voltage can be varied through a rather large range with 

a relatively small change in the appearance of tue spot 

on the screen. The agreement between the vo1age ratios 

measured and computed is quite satisfactory considering 

all the oosible sources that may cause deviation. 

The grid a-erture is 0.040 inch. If the equation 

( = k ) is considered it is found tiiat the magnification 
o 

i = 0.80 
f.c. = 

1.92. The soot size should equal the mag- 

nification multiplied by the grid aperture. This leads 
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to a spot diameter of 1.96 mm. An average of tie focused 

soot size is 7l m, which is as close as could be expected. 

It was noted that the soot was deflected in an arc 

path as or was increased. Tbis was in all prob- 

ability due to imperfect alignment of the second anode 

with the first anode. 

it is noted that varying the grid voltage hs no el- 

fect on tie focusing characteristic of tie tube. n at- 

tempt was made to operate without the Tg voltage and was 

unsuccessful; this indicates the necessity of negative 

otential on the grid. It is noted also that it makes no 

difference as to which voltage (E or is varied in 

determining the voltage ratio, as would be expected. l- 

though tubes were not constructed according to the other 

three designs, it may be reasonably assumed that results 

similar to te above 'otild be obtained. 
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APPENDIX 

1. nlojv in ener4 The n- 

aloy in neral electrotat1c ctse rny he soon from the 

principlee f least time for geometric optics nd of 

letst action of electron optics. 

The principle of leet time stcttes that the path of 

t rty of light from point . to point ? to alaya such as 

to me the Integral 

u index of refractIon 
x, y, z) da 1-' frequency of light 

da element of oath (1) 

an extremo (usually a minimum) 1th resect to all neIgh- 

horin athe for rays of the carne frequency. The princi- 

pie is usually stated as 

,-1d:1' X, y1 ) da O (1" constant) () 

;e principle of least action for e].ectron veloci- 

tIes lcs than 1/13 the velocity of ligt ctcttes tiat n 

electron of total enorr ,, 
kinette energy I nd masa 

moves through an electrostatIc field wIth potential energy 

VCx,y,z) in euch a wy as to i aco the etIon integral 

'5 z 

j 
TÇ1 t 

i: 
L2rn ( E - V 

)I? 
da 

over the actual path between the to pointe Â and F3 an 

extreme as compared with tts value for ll a&jacent paths 

for the same valuo of . s the interand 2m (E_V)J is 
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identical vith the absolute value of the momentum which 

the electron vould assume at (x, y, z), the 2rinciple may 

be stated as 

(B 

p(, x,y,z) ds O (F = constant) (3) 

A comparison of Equations 2 and 3 shows that the path 

of an electron in an electrostatic field may be identical 

vith the rays of light in geometrical optics if the index 

of refraction is chosen to be 

44 '(E - v)& kp = kv (4) 

where is a constant of proportionality and is the 

speed of the electron. So the index of refraction at any 

point of an electrostatic field is oroportional to the 

speed of the electron at te oint. If the index of re- 

fraction is taen as a pure numeric, then must have tue 

limension 1/v. The value assigned to k is of no irnortance 

since only tne ratIo of«at two different alaces is used, 

so that if.M1 :and,2 are the indices of refraction at two 

different places, the relative index of refraction is 

!.a 

i çv1 y1 
(5) 

3ince the potential function V(x,y,z) is a continuous 

scalar function of position, it follows from (4) that the 

index of refraction of an electrostatic field is also a 

continuous function of position. Triis means that an 



electrostatic field constitutes an isotropic non-homoen- 

eous medium for electrons. 

2. guations of TThtionof Flectrons. The equations 

of iiotion of an electron moving in a meridian plane are 

d2z. V 
ni 

z (6) 

2 m- v 
(7) 

In terms of tIie axial ditrtbution of ootential these 

equatiDns become from 

2 r 2 ( 

m i__A eIV '(i) - V ''(z) + . . 

t2 I o O 

+ _( -1 )r (2n+l 
(z) + . 

. .3 
() 

2' 4.....(2n)2 o 

m =eV"(z) + r3 + 

dt2 2'4 

+ 
1)nr'_- (2n) 

22.4.....(2n-l)22n 
V0 + ] (g) 

3. Enerw Equation. ¿dding the two equations (6) 

and (7), the following is obtained: 

n{ 
d(1i.\+ L a"L'1= eJ.ï dz + i dr7 edV (lo) 

dt dt) dt '.t)i z 

Tne solution of (13) i exact, therefore 

mv2 
m{()2 +Q_) 

2j 
eV + C (il) 
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If tne velocity of te electr3n s zero when V O, then 

C = O and 

arid, 

{ 

)2 (L)2j eV 

= 5.95 x 1O' 1ÇT cm/eec (12) 

If y = V0 when V = O then o = mv02 and 

¿rn(v2 - V02) = eV 

If the velocity V0 be given in equivalent volts ten 
mv 2 e(VJ300) and 

V+V0) 5.35 x 1O7'1V + V0)voltscm/ 

4. Differential Equation of Tra1ectoryof 1ectron. 

It -d11 be shown that the trajectory of an electron tray- 

ersing ari axially symmetric electrostatic field described 

by the potential function V(r,z) satisfies the following 

differential equation 

Ii + 
27 

2r L dz dr L dz -WV o (14) 
2V z dz 2V 

To show this note that 
d2r a (dr\ dz d (ir dz 
dt2 dt dt/ dt dz tdz dt 

j'dz\2 d2r dr dz d (dz\ 
dtJ dz dt dz 'dtl (is) 

dz ci IJz\_ dz d (dz\ 
(16) 
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[i + = eV (17) 

From (15), (16) and (17) it foilovvs that 

2V 2 2 ur drdrdz 
2 (P3) 

Ei ) J 
Inserting into (iB) the values of d2r/dt2 and d2z/dt2 as 

given by (6) and (7), there results (14). 

It is noted that e/m does not appear in (14), sgni- 

fying that the trajectory le the same for any charged Dart- 

lele. lso, it is noted that (14) is homogeneous in V so 

that if the voltages on tris °lectrodes are all increased 

by a conetsrit factor the tr-jectory of the electrons il1 

remain unaltered. quation (14) is also homogeneous in r,z, 

that if all dimensions are increased by a constant factor 

then the trajectory is also increased by the saris factor. 

5. araxia1 1ectrons. The focusing acti3n of an 

electrostatic field is described to a first approximation 

by considering only paraxial electrons. ?araxial electrons 

are characterized by the fact that in calculating their 
paths it is assumed that their distance from the axis, r, 

and their inclinations tovard the axis, dr/dz, are so 

small that the second and higher powers of r and dr/dz 

are neñ1.gible. 

For the case of oaraxlai electrons, 

V(r,z) = V0(z) (19) 
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m -e L 

m eV'() 
(20) 

mv2 = m (d)2 eV0(z) (21) 

The differential equation for the trajectory traversed by 

a paraxial electron becomes from (14) 

2 1 4+4_ -+----rO 
dz 2f dz 4V0 

(22) 

.quatton (24) is the fundamental equation of electron 

ootics. 
6. The Two Fundament.j Trajector les. Multiplying 

(22) by V there results the self-adjoint equations 

y ) d2r V' dr V" 
V -r + 

4TV 
r 

, d-r dr V" -0 L . r / i 'J + r (23) 

Let r1(z) and r9(z) he two indeøendent solutions of (22) 

reoresenting the trajectories of two eleçtrons then, 

r2L(r1) - r1L(r2) = (r2 _ r1 (24) 



Integrating this equation between trie limits and 

results tizat' 

fDrL 
(ri) - riL(r2)] dz (r - rl (25) 

substituting the limits, 

1)[r2(b)r1'(b) - r1(b)r2'(b)I 

= fl) r2(a)r1'(a) - r1(a)r2'(a) (26) 

In particular let r1(z), r4(z), r'(z), and r9(z) 

assume the following values at a and b: 

r1(a) = h1 r1(b) = O 

r1'(a) O r1(b) tanfl2 

r2(a) r2(b) - h2 

r2'(a) = tan,,11 r9'(h) 0 (27) 

then (26) reduces to 

l)h2tan 1ÇT11 tan flu (23) 

Tus two trajectorie6 r1(z) and r2(z) satisfying (27) 

will he called the two fundamental tralectories. 

Figure 4 shows twD fundamental trajectriee. Only 

two independent trajectories may be taken as the fundament- 

al pair. This particular ctse s c:iosen because by means 

Df this oair the usual ootical relations are easIly 

obtained. 

'This discussion is limited to electrostatic fields having 
finite extension, i.e., V V(z) for°k fl .nd V -- con- 

'. .4 '. 1 
stant for = z =fland furtner a ="and b 
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Lot f, iìd f2 be te focal lengths of the focusing 
rs tern thea 

h., h fi = - ______ nU f (co) tan4 tafl2 

by definition. 
f2 
rl 

Furti;r 1 

- 

I,l - 

inserting (29) in (28) there results that 

- I Va$ (30) 

$h1.. tnd X2 = 
- (i) 

then from (31) and (29) it follows that 

XI_x2 = fI_f2 (32) 

the distance between an object and the firt focal 
ooint and X2 the distance between the Image and the 

second focal roint, if h is the height of the obect and 

h2 the height of the image. The magnification is 

£12 fi 
(33) 


